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Abstract: In Cloud storage System, consisting of a many data storage servers, provides long-term storage
services over the Internet. Storing data in a third party’s cloud system gives serious concern over data
confidentiality. In General encryption schemes protect data confidentiality, also limit the functionality of the
Memory storage system because a very few functions are not supported over encrypted data. Constructing
a secure storage system that supports multiple functions is challenging while the storage system is distributed
and has no centralized unique authority provision. We propose a proxy re-encryption scheme and integrate it
with a centralized erasure code such that a secure distributed storage system is created. The distributed storage
system not only supports security and robust data storage and retrieval, but lets a user send their data in the
data storage servers to another user without retrieving the data. The main functional contribution is that the
proxy re-encryption scheme delivers encoding operations over encrypted data messages as well as forwarding
operations over encoded and encrypted data messages. Our function fully integrates encrypting, encoding and
forwarding Data. We analyze and advise suitable parameters for the number of copies of message dispatched
to Data storage servers and the number of Data storage servers queried by a key server. These parameters admit
more flexible movement between the number of memory storage servers and robustness.
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INTRODUCTION we can get rid of hardware failures... A new secure file

Cloud computing plays a prominent role in this strong  security  even   with   an   un-trusted   server.
modern era due its compelling benefits and services. Plutus  maintains  key   distribution   in   decentralized
Cloud Storage system plays its part too in making cloud manner and also data is stored in encryption format
usage as Storage as Service. Cloud storage system is a Cryptographic schemes maintained by users rather than
collection of cloud servers which provide continuous servers. The disadvantages are replication leads to over
access. Data storage is the one which grabs a tremendous storage, complete key distribution is insecure,
part in technology of world. The data is replicated cryptographic operations maintained by user is not safe..
anywhere and anytime for data persistence in previous But placing complete key in user system may not be a
day’s. This takes much storage and even if the storage secure one thus key distribution used. 
places  increases  then  it   also   increases   insecurity. Thus introducing a secure distributed storage
Data mining can be a serious threat to security in Cloud system; by partitioning the data into blocks and
considering the fact that entire data belonging to a performing encryption on each data block for secure
particular user is stored in a single cloud. The single cloud storage in  storage  servers.  And  perform  re-encryption
provider approach gives the attacker an opportunity to on  each   cipher  block  for  more   secure   forwarding.
use powerful mining algorithms that can extract private Then Perform encoding operations over encrypted
information about the user. Thus distributed storage came messages for secure data storage. We used erasure
to existence. Tahoe is a storage grid designed to provide coding for encoding and RSA, AES algorithms for
secure, long term storage, such as for backup encryption. Giving brief description about erasure coding
applications. In Tahoe distributed systems are used thus and proxy re-encryption is needed.

system introduced, Plutus, which strives to provide

.
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Fig. 1: A General System Model Work

Related Study: Lin et al., are defined “A Secure decide which type of messages and with whom he wants
Decentralized Erasure Code for Distributed Network to share in this kind  of  proxy  re  encryption  schemes.
Storage,” Decentralized Erasure Codes are linear codes Key-private proxy re-encryption schemes are proposed by
with a specific randomized structure inspired by network Ateniese et al., In a key-private proxy re-encryption
coding on random bipartite graphs, they are optimally scheme, given a re-encryption key, a proxy server cannot
sparse and lead to reduced communication, storage and determine the identity of the recipient. This kind of proxy
computation cost over random linear coding [1]. re-encryption schemes provides higher privacy guarantee

Priyadharshini et al., are proposed “A Secure Code against proxy servers. Although most proxy re-encryption
Based Cloud Storage System Using Proxy Re-Encryption schemes    use   pairing    operations,   there   exist   proxy
Scheme  in   Cloud   Computing”   The   threshold   proxy re-encryption schemes without pairing [3, 4].
re-encryption scheme supports encoding, forwarding and
partial decryption operations in a distributed way. It is Secure  Forwarding  for  Preservation  Scheme  (VPS):
fully decentralized with storage server performing The encrypted data will be decrypted here for the virtual
encoding and re-encryption process and each key server views in the virtual proxy server. This can be done
perform partial decryption. Integrity checking is important through the proxy re encrypted key. After the encrypted
functionality about cloud storage. After a user stores data key used by the user, a virtual server will be created for
in data storage, he/she no longer possess the data at data visualization purpose. One once the key used the
hand. The  user  may  want  to  check  whether   the   data VPS will be deleted. So that both privacy and preservation
are properly stored in storage servers. Encryption scheme implemented successfully. After data owner
technique is used to convert plain text into cipher text. authorized the sender request. Key will be generate from
Proxy re-encryption provides data confidentiality in cloud the cloud side and sent to the user. Proxy server will be
storage system. Decentralized erasure code is used to created on  user  request.   Data   in   the   cloud   storage
compute codeword for each message symbol will be decrypted. Decrypted data will be sent to the proxy

Ateniese   et   al.,  are  proposed  “Improved  Proxy server. Proxy server will be deleted after data visualization
Re-Encryption Schemes with Applications to Secure [5].
Distributed Storage”[2] that present new re encryption
schemes that realize a stronger notion of security and Decentralized Erasure Code: Decentralized Erasure
demonstrate the usefulness of proxy re-encryption as a Codes, which are linear codes with a specific randomized
method of adding access control to a secure file system. structure inspired by network coding on random bipartite
Performance measurements of our experimental file system graphs, they are optimally sparse and lead to reduced
demonstrate that proxy re-encryption can work effectively communication, storage and computation cost over
in practice. random linear coding. It is a erasure code that

Re-Encryption Schemes: Type-based proxy re-encryption message symbol, thus the encoding process splits n
schemes proposed by Tang provide a better granularity parallel tasks of generating codeword symbol and stores
on the granted right of a re-encryption key. A user can it.

independently computes codeword for each received
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Encryption: This is used to encrypt the plain text into a A cloud storage system is considered as a large scale
cipher text. Cipher text is produced along with a single distributed storage system that consists of many
key. This is used to convert the cipher text again into plain independent storage servers.
text. The data is encrypted with single key using random
key  generation   algorithm.   Storing  data  in  a  third CONCLUSION
party does not provide confidentiality in cloud storage.
Data confidentiality is provided by proxy re-encryption Implementations of traditional systems have resulted
scheme. in crashes, DOS attacks and unavailability. In the

Existing System: In the existing system, constructing a scheme supports encrypting, forwarding and decryption
secure storage system that supports multiple functions is operations in a distributed way. A secure distributed
challenging when the storage system is distributed and storage   system   is    formulated   by   integrating   proxy
has no central authority. re-encryption scheme with decentralized erasure code.

At the early years, the Network-Attached Storage The proxy re-encryption supports not only the expected
(NAS) and the Network File System (NFS) provide extra encoding operation over encrypted message but also the
storage devices over the network such that a user can forwarding operation over encoded and encrypted
access the storage devices via network connection. message.
Afterward, many improvements on scalability, robustness,
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